
Sitting Volleyball

Background
Although relatively new in Canada, sitting volleyball has
been played internationally since the mid-1950’s and in 1976
it debuted as a Paralympic Games demonstration sport 
for men.  At the 1980 Paralympic Games it begin its full 
competition for men only and it wasn’t until 2004 that the
women’s competition was added to the Paralympic Games.
Here in Canada the sitting volleyball program started in 2007
for the men and 2008 for the women and it is continuing to
grow with recreational programs starting across the country.

Characteristics of the Game
The general concept behind sitting volleyball is the same 
as traditional volleyball, 6 players per side with a libero, 
3 contacts to play the ball over, there are designated positions
(setter, etc.) and the court is divided into front and back court.
The differences come in the strategies behind the game.  
Because the net is lower and the court smaller, the sitting
game is a lot quicker than the traditional game and athletes
must have quick reflexes and hand eye coordination.  
Because of the speed, athletes must also be able to control
the ball in a variety of situations, one arm, two arms, over-
head and they all must be able to perform all skills well.

Below are some examples of activities that can be used when
playing sitting volleyball.  When athletes first start playing the
game, the two areas that need to be addressed are the ability to
move quickly and efficiently on the floor using the feet and
hands and then quickly pulling up the hands to play the ball.
These example activities work on developing movement patterns
and ball control before progressing to modified game-play.

For the FUNdamental stage, activities can be done using just the
toss and catch while moving and can progress to the use of a
beach ball for contacts to provide athletes more movement time
to play the ball. For the Learning to Train stage of sitting volley-
ball athlete development, activities can again be initiated with
the catch and toss but progress to actual contacts quicker and
the use of regulation volleyballs can be introduced.

Ball Control Shuttle
Purpose of activity:  Warm-Up / Movement / Ball Control
Number of athletes: Groups of four
Equipment: Volleyballs

• Athletes line up in two lines facing each other 
about 2m apart

• Continuously tossing the ball back and forth 
they follow the ball, switching lines

Variations: 
• Underhand tossing and overhead tossing
• Athletes toss laterally to partner so partner 

has to move side to side
Progressions:

• One line remains catching and tossing, other line 
progresses to overhead passing

• Both lines progress to overhead passing 
and then forearm passing
Triangle Drill

Purpose of activity: Movement / Ball Control
Number of athletes: Partners
Equipment: Volleyballs

• Athlete starts in centre of triangle and moves to one
corner about 1.5m away, catches a ball and tosses
back to partner

• Athlete returns to the centre, catches a ball and tosses
it back to partner then goes to next corner and repeats

Progression:
• Athlete overhead/ forearm passes each contact 

back to partner
• Athlete passes each contact with either left 

or right arm

W-Passing
Purpose of activity: Movement / Ball Control
Number of athletes: Groups of 3 or 4
Equipment: Volleyballs

• Athlete starts on sideline and catches tossed ball 
and passes back to coach

• Then moves back to the second point, catches and
tosses back to coach and then does the same for all
five points of the W

Progression:  
• Two balls at each point – once athlete plays first ball,

toss a second, lower ball to them right away.  Athlete
catches and tosses

• Use overhead or forearm contacts at each point.
• Two contacts at each point using overhead 

or forearm contacts.
2 vs. 2 Mini-Court 

Purpose of activity: Game-Play
• Court is split along the net into two or three 

‘mini-courts’
• Athletes play two versus two and must rotate 

positions every time they put the ball over the net
• Start with catching and tossing only to simulate flow 

of game and drill (simulate ‘hot potato’ so that athletes
do not hang onto ball for too long)

• Progress to overhead and forearm contacts with 
the goal of maintaining rallies

Progression:
• Forearm and overhead contacts with attacking 

but maintaining a continuous rally
• Attacking to score

Back Row Triples King/Queens Court 
Purpose of activity: Game-Play

• 3 players vs. 3 players with one or two teams waiting
at the end of the court

• Designate one side as the King/Queens court
• Coach introduces the ball and players play out 

the rally without attacking
• Winning team moves to King/ Queens court - 

if they are already there, they receive one point
• Losing team goes to back of line and new team comes in

Progression:
• Teams serve to introduce ball
• Teams can attack ball during the rally

Activities
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Ready Positions

Hurdler Ready Position
• Ideal for attacking, serving, forearm passing

and front/back movement
• One leg is bent and tucked behind the athlete

while the other leg or stump is left in front,
athlete moves by pushing with back leg and
hands and pulling with front limb.
Crab Walk Ready Position

• Ideal for defense, overhead passing and 
lateral movement

• Both lower body limbs are left in front and
athlete moves through a sliding “crab walk”

General Rules of the Game
Sitting volleyball is governed by the same rules as traditional 
volleyball (based on FIVB rules) with the following exceptions:

• Smaller court size (6m wide x 5m wide per side)
• Lower net height (1.15m for men, 1.05m for women)
• Smaller net size (7m long x 80cm wide)
• Blocking serve is allowed
• Lifting buttocks off the floor when playing the ball 

is not allowed

Forearm pass
• Start in Hurdler Ready position
• Elbows locked and thumbs 

together to form strong platform
with arms

• Shoulders rotate so that they 
are square to where ball is coming
from and then finish facing target
after contact

• Power is generated through 
slight swinging of the arms 
and shrugging of shoulders

Overhead pass
• Start in Crab Walk Ready Position
• Move to position so ball is played 

off of forehead
• Hands are big and in shape of ball

with thumbs facing eyes 
• Follow through with thumbs 

and palms facing target

Attacking
• Start in Hurdler Ready Position
• Push with back leg and pull 

with front leg
• Non-hitting hand is on ground 

for balance and power
• Slide through ball, keeping elbow

high and snapping at contact
Serving

• Start in Hurdler Ready Position
• Ball is held in non-hitting hand

and tossed in front of hitting
shoulder

• Contact is made with a strong
hand, high elbow and follow
through to target

• VARIATION:  Athlete can also sit
with both legs out in front for
more balance and control when
serving but may sacrifice power

Blocking
• Start in Hurdler Ready Position
• Position as close to the net as 

possible without touching it 
(legs can go over the centre line
but can’t interfere with opponent)

• Arms extended, hands big 
and strong and press into 
opponent space

Defense
• Start in Crab Walk Ready position 

with hands on ground
• Just before contact, move into 

position and lift hands to play ball
• Keep hands around mid-body 

to play ball with either forearm 
or overhead

• Fall backwards to absorb contact 
and control a hard driven ball 
if needed

Skills Overview

What to Wear
• Pants or shorts that slide well (cotton track pants do NOT

slide well)
• Some buttocks protection can be worn (ex: cycling shorts).  

Note that protection that provides a ‘platform’ or makes
one ‘taller’ is not permitted in international competition.

• Good pair of shoes with no plastic on heel
• Knee protection – kneepads, knee sleeves

Strategies for Inclusion
The following are specific strategies to think about when
planning your lesson or activity. Strategies are ways in which
you can coach or instruct to maximize learning for children
and youth with disabilities. 

• Emphasize social interaction and assign “peer helpers” 
to act as guides and/or supports

• Allow for extra time to complete tasks
• Use positive reinforcement
• Incorporate written and oral language strategies
• Use explicit and repeated instructions
• Provide clear, defined examples of behaviour that 

is expected
• Be patient and allow for flexibility in your plans
• Break up tasks into smaller steps 
• Use demonstrations at all times
• Play games over and over
• Provide ongoing prompts or visual cues
• Use mixed ability groupings

In order for inclusion efforts to be successful, teachers,
coaches and community leaders need to be aware of the
type and severity of the disability that a child has, evaluate
the type of activity, ensure that modifications to equipment
can be made, and determine the need for staff and/or peer
support to ensure every child is included in the activity or
game. 
Adapted with permission from Ophea, Steps to Inclusion, 2010.
For more information on strategies, modifications and accommodations
for success please visit www.ophea.net 

Equipment Needed to Play 
There are very few facilities available
that are designed for sitting volleyball;
however, with a few minor modifica-
tions, a sitting volleyball court can 
easily be created.
Court

• Use traditional volleyball court with sitting volleyball lines
taped onto the floor to make a 10m X 6m court

• Use badminton court with backline and attack line taped off;
use the width of the doubles badminton court  

Net & Posts
• Traditional volleyball net can be used on traditional 

volleyball court.  Net can be tied off onto volleyball posts 
at the appropriate sitting volleyball net height (1.15m for
men and 1.05m for women).  Antennae placed over 
sitting volleyball sidelines.  Bottom of net tied up to 
provide space underneath for legs (usually tying up two
squares is enough to provide approximately 20 cm 
of space under the net).

• Badminton net and posts can be used.  Net can be tied off
onto posts at the appropriate sitting volleyball net height.
Bottom of net tied up to provide space underneath for legs
(about 20cm of space under the net). 
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Special thanks to Ian Halliday,  Alberta Volleyball Program Director and Head Coach of Team Canada Men's Sitting Volleyball for written material. 
Photo credit: Durham Attack Volleyball Club/Marcel Vandenheuvel.  For more information on sitting volleyball, please contact disabled@volleyball.ca.
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